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Abstract

High-resolution and multiplexed imaging techniques are giving us an increasingly detailed observation of a
biological system. However, sharing, exploring, and customizing the visualization of large multidimensional
images can be a challenge. Here, we introduce Loopy Browser, a performant and interactive image
visualization tool that runs completely in the web browser. Loopy Browser is specifically designed for fast
image visualization and annotation and enables users to browse through large images and their selected
features within seconds of receiving a link. We demonstrate the broad utility of Loopy Browser with images
generated with two platforms: Vizgen MERFISH and 10x Genomics Visium Spatial Gene Expression. Loopy
Browser along with example datasets is available at https://loopybrowser.com.
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Background
Recent technological advances have led to the generation of increasingly large and multi-dimensional images
that can be used for spatially-resolved transcriptomics (SRT) [1]. This enables researchers to map
transcriptome-wide gene expression data to spatial coordinates within intact tissue at near- or sub-cellular
resolution. By combining two distinct data modalities, this technology can yield unprecedented insight into the
spatial regulation of gene expression [2]. Yet, this combination poses a unique computational and visualization
challenge – we now have high-resolution images with tens of thousands of dimensions of features, each
corresponding to a gene from the transcriptome.

Existing open-source image processing tools, such as ImageJ / Fiji [3] and napari [4] are often used for image
visualization, but are not designed to view more than a few dimensions of data. Large images are commonly
distributed using the TIFF (Tag Image File Format). To browse and interact with these datasets, users need to
load the entire dataset into memory, which limits the use of these datasets to specialized workstations with
large amounts of memory (e.g. tens to hundreds of gigabytes) [5]. This computational requirement limits the
larger scientific community from accessing many datasets. Ability to access these datasets is also limited by
the need to download datasets prior to visualization.

An alternative solution are web-based visualization tools, which allow users to view images without
downloading. For example, neuroglancer [6], a volumetric data viewer, allows users to view high-dimensional
datasets with a hyperlink. However, its original design goal as a connectomics viewer means that it cannot
view high-dimensional annotations. Interactive web-based applications in R, such as Shiny apps [7], are a
common vehicle but they rely on a server instance of R, which limits scalability and unavoidably introduces
latency.

Here, we developed a web-based open source application, Loopy Browser. Built on top of a GPU-accelerated
geospatial analysis package, OpenLayers [8], Loopy Browser can responsively display large, multi-channel
images (>20,000 × 20,000 pixels) and their annotations in the web browser. In addition to local files, Loopy
Browser can directly open processed images from a cloud storage link, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS)
S3 storage, without the need to download the entire dataset.

To achieve this level of performance, Loopy Browser utilizes the cloud-optimized GeoTIFF (COG) file format
[9], which is designed by the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) community to display raster maps. This
format has the ability to organize the full image into tiles of varying resolution, allowing Loopy Browser to only
selectively load sections of the image that the user is viewing. Feature data, such as gene expression or cell
segmentation, are also similarly chunked and loaded on demand. This ‘lazy’ technique drastically reduces the
download requirements and memory consumption of Loopy Browser.

Results and Discussion
Loopy Browser enables interactive and responsive visualization of large, multidimensional images that can
easily be shared with the larger scientific community (Figure 1). We focus our efforts here to provide an
overview of the Loopy Browser, and describe key innovations compared to currently available open-source
image visualization tools with examples from SRT including spatial barcoding followed by sequencing [10–13]
or fluorescence imaging-based transcriptomics [14, 15].

The browser primarily takes as input (i) a JSON (Javascript object notation) file that describes the metadata of
the dataset, (ii) a Cloud-optimized GeoTIFF (COG) file containing n-dimensional tiled images as pixel intensity
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(Figure 1a). Feature information (e.g. gene expression data) can be represented using standard CSV
(comma-separated value) files, but can also be represented by a cluster of sparse CSVs that has been
chunked and compressed for fast readout. COG was chosen over alternative chunked file formats, such as
HDF5 [16] and Zarr [17] file formats, as the byte-indexable structure of COGs easily enables simple HTTP
GET [18] range requests can be used to retrieve fine-grained portions of the COG. It also is specialized for
image data and is rigorously specified by the OGC GeoTiff Standard [19].

Figure 1: Overview of the Loopy Browser. (a) Input images are stored in a tiled GeoTIFF file format. When a
user opens the browser, at the lowest zoom setting, only tiles from level 0 are downloaded. With increasing
Zoom setting, tiles from increasing levels within the field of view are downloaded as needed. (b) Loopy
Browser is statically served and relies completely on the client machine for all functionalities. It can load files
from a cloud storage link or from the local machine. (c) Loopy Browser takes in a Sample folder that contains
chunked images, CSV features, and JSON metadata. These are generated with the Python preprocessor and
the browser also supports user-generated annotations.

Loopy Browser is statically served and relies completely on the client machine for all functionalities. Users can
open these files directly from their local file system. In addition, as a web application, Loopy Browser can
directly open the links to the hosted images in cloud storage without the need to fully download them first
(Figure 1b). This approach of web-based visualization has been successfully applied for other data types
including genomics [20], geospatial [21], and astronomy [22].

The input files can be generated using a provided Python-based command line tool and GUI (graphical user
interface) provided along with Loopy Browser. To support SRT data, Loopy Browser offers functionality to
convert standard output from quantification tools such as 10x Genomics Space Ranger to these
cloud-optimized file formats (Figure 1c).
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Figure 2: Visualizing and annotating multi-dimensional images in Loopy Browser. A user can easily
interact with and annotate spatial coordinates on top of multidimensional images with data such as from the (a)
10x Genomics Visium Spatial Gene Expression platform or (b) Vizgen MERFISH platform.

As noted above, a particularly important data analysis step of SRT bio-images is annotation. Loopy Browser
can be used to rapidly annotate features, such as Visium spots (Figure 2a) or individual cell types (Figure 2b),
that can be exported as a CSV file. It can also import existing annotations from other software, such as from
napari or ImageJ/Fiji. For example, using data from the 10x Genomics Visium Spatial Gene Expression
platform, a Loopy Browser user can annotate at the cell (segmented cells/points on the image), spot (55 µm
circles), or spatial domain (polygons) level (Figure 2a).
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Conclusions
Here, we developed Loopy Browser, an open source and web-based image visualization system. We
demonstrated the broad utility of the Browser with a rapid data exploration of images generated with Vizgen
MERFISH and the 10x Genomics Visium Spatial Gene Expression platforms. The key strengths of the Loopy
Browser compared with existing open-source image tools [3, 4, 23, 24] for visualization and annotation include
(i) leveraging cloud-optimized GeoTIFF files that efficiently stream large scientific images, (ii) leveraging
web-based browser to easily visualize and share images with the scientific community, and (iii) the ability to
easily annotate images, which is particularly important in SRT applications. Our visualization tool can be used
to view multiple modalities at the same time along with multiple images each with individual n-dimensional
information. The features offered in Loopy Browser complement those of other visualization tools and provide
researchers with a better understanding of these complex datasets.

Methods
Loopy Browser. Loopy Browser is written with SvelteKit v1.0 and TypeScript v4.6. The latest version of Loopy
Browser is available at https://github.com/chaichontat/loopy-browser.

The WebGL image renderer is an adaptation from OpenLayers v6.15.1, a geospatial visualization framework.
Loopy Browser displays images with the cloud-optimized GeoTIFF (COG) format and stores other data in the
CSV format. Each dataset is organized into a “Sample” folder that contains a master JSON (Javascript object
notation) file with the metadata of the dataset. This file provides links to other COGs and CSVs that describe
different overlays and features.

As data in spatial transcriptomics tend to share a common coordinate, we separated the notion of coordinates
and features in Loopy Browser to reduce redundancy. An overlay can be thought of as a layer of points, each
with a spatial coordinate. Features are the categorical or quantitative values associated with each point in an
overlay. For example, in a Visium experiment, the position of a Visium spot would be stored as an overlay
whereas the expression of a gene at each spot would be a feature. For large datasets, CSVs can be sparsified,
chunked, and compressed to allow lazy loading of feature data. This is done in the Visium and MERFISH
example described below.

Input data for Loopy Browser. Loopy Browser supports image conversion from a TIFF file format. All TIFF
images were transformed into the Cloud-optimized GeoTIFF format in Python 3.10 using GDAL v3.6.0 and
rasterio v1.3.4. JPEG compression was performed using gdal_translate at quality 90. An example script to
generate a COG from an example TIFF file is available at
https://github.com/chaichontat/loopy-browser/blob/f4c886afe92400a651cbc59619b6060975b264c7/scripts/pro
cess_image.py. Overlays and feature data can be converted from a pandas DataFrame format using the
provided Python API.

Visium Data. Full-resolution images, filtered spaceranger output, and annotations were obtained from [25]
(https://github.com/LieberInstitute/HumanPilot). The script to transform this data is available at
https://github.com/chaichontat/loopy-browser/blob/f4c886afe92400a651cbc59619b6060975b264c7/scripts/pro
cess_humanpilot.py. Briefly, filtered outputs from 10x Genomics spaceranger v1.3.1 were opened using
anndata v0.8 (https://anndata.readthedocs.io/en/latest) and log-transformed into a chunked CSV format.
Images were Gaussian filtered with a radius of 4 to reduce artifacts, and processed into the Loopy format as
described above.
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MERFISH Data. Cell by gene data matrices were obtained from the Vizgen data release program [26, 27].
Images from the first z-stack were used as the background. The overlay is the position of each cell and
features are the counts of MERFISH spots in each cell. Images and overlays were aligned using the provided
affine transformation matrix. The script to transform Vizgen-formatted data is available at
https://github.com/chaichontat/loopy-browser/blob/f4c886afe92400a651cbc59619b6060975b264c7/scripts/pro
cess_merfish.py.
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